
Poetry Will Save Your Life 

 

is a motto I lived with for many years, well, OK, 

maybe around six or seven years, from nineteen  

to twenty-five or twenty-six. But around that time,  

in my mid-twenties, that is, I realized that no, Poetry  

will most assuredly not save your life. In fact, I said  

to myself, it is only making it much worse! I realized  

this by looking at my collapsing fortunes and at my  

various addictions, accidents, and incarcerations,  

not to mention the incident when I shouted a few  

lines from Baudelaire and drank, rapidly, a glass of  

Drano, which more or less dissolved my esophagus,  

so that I have a permanent hole cut into my throat,  

through which I must be fed and watered, and  

which makes my voice sound like an evil robot’s  

when I perform readings, which I am invited to give 

no doubt much because of my unusual condition,  

which makes people feel obligated, as a poet “friend” 

once suggested, with a wink, it being well known,  

he smiled, that I highlighted my plight in query letters, 

accompanied by assurances that I knew their institution  

would never discriminate against people with feeding  

tubes. Like most poets, that guy turned out to be not so  

nice, and this is the other reason I know that Poetry won’t  

save your life: All you have to do is look around you  

at other poets, be it in New York City or some quaint  

Midwestern college town and see what unkind, impolite, 

and self-involved people they are, the poets, mainly out  

for themselves and their “poetry careers,” and the bigger  

their vitas become, the more unpleasant they get. My third  

ex-wife once asked me, and with all her faults, she  

could narrow in on a topic and pluck out its essence,  

she asked me, “Has any poet even once done something  

nice for you twice, without the good old quid pro quo?”  

I wracked my brains on that for a while, and it dawned  

on me that no, despite my having done many selfless 

things for other poets, mostly younger ones, that none of  

them had ever done anything for me more than once unless  

I had returned the favor by doing something for them, you  



know, the usual things poet’s do, writing a review or blurb,  

putting in a word with an editor, inviting Joseph or Mary 

for a reading, stuff like that. And then, when I thought  

about it, and with horror, I realized I couldn’t recall having  

done anything for another poet twice sans payback, either.  

This was right before I drank the Drano, which would have  

been when I was thirty-six, I think, having realized a decade  

previously, as I said, that Poetry would never save your or  

my life, so just to clear up the sequence there, as I think I 

earlier gave the impression that I drank it in my twenties.  

Anyway, it was in my early thirties when I started copying  

stuff from Wikipedia and pasting it together and passing  

the stuff off as my own work, until I got caught by a mean,  

vicious critic, whose article got picked up by a number of  

major newspapers and web sites, after which the reading  

invitations ended, and so here I am, with my mechanical  

voice, writing this poem. Well, the thing to do is to just  

soldier on, I say, because at this point, now that I am sixty-six,  

what am I going to do, be a gigolo? Maybe I will write a book  

and title it Poetry Will Save Your Life, a kind of anthology  

wrapped inside a memoir, a phrase I saw somewhere, 

and which could be marketed by a major publisher as a  

kind of self-help manual. On the back cover will be a  

picture of me, with the patch over my left eye, a half- 

severed ear, and a tube coiling like a vacuum cleaner  

chord out of my throat. Or maybe no chord. Maybe just  

the hole. I don’t think there’s ever been an Author photo  

with a gaping neck hole, and it would surely go nicely  

with the title. 

 

 

--Kent Johnson 


